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by Lura Treiber
Staff reporter

Finding ways to reuse and
redistribute surplus and
abandoned property is easy
for the Surplus and Asset
Management department of
Central Washington University. Just sell it.
“My feelings are, why fill
up landfills when students
and locals can have the opportunity to reuse items,”
said Dave Moffatt, materials
resource manager for Central. “We have a policy in
the surplus department. Our
number one policy right now
is the three R’s.”
The three R’s are reduce,
reuse and recycle. Of the
three, reusing and recycling
of surplus assets are the main
focuses for Surplus and Asset Management.
The department manages
surplus that comes from all

six CWU campuses. The surplus comes from academic
departments,
university
housing, dining halls, the
health center, motor pool operations and the bookstores.
Surplus items include bicycles, clothes, flash drives,
computers, shoes, school and
art supplies, furniture, kitchen appliances, video games,
dishes, televisions and vehicles.
“Anything a student might
need, we’ve had it out here,”
Moffatt said.
The surplus is housed in the
Surplus Property Warehouse
which is located just east of
Kiwanis Park, accessed from
the alley off of 14th Avenue.
The surplus department
usually holds between six
and 12 sales each year that
are open to students, staff
and the community. For 2009,
they have averaged about
one sale per month and Mof-
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fatt has seen an increase in
the number of sales and the
number of people attending
sales over the past two years.
Much of the items in sales
come from students themselves.
“It’s unbelievable what
students will leave behind,”
Moffatt said.
At the end of each year,
various items are left behind
in dorm rooms and apartments. For example, according to Moffatt, between 500
and 1,000 abandoned bicycles go through the surplus
department each year.
Central is required by state
law to hold abandoned property for 60 days. If it is not
claimed it is put up for sale.
“I have been told that before having auctions for
everything students left behind, everything was thrown
away,” said Karla Shugart,
administrator of employment relations for human resources. “It’s better to reuse
it and let someone else use it
than throw it away.”
Putting on surplus sales
benefits CWU, students and
the community, Moffatt said.
“Given the current recession, budgets are real tight,”
Moffatt said. “It’s a great
place come out and get bargains.”
Items in the sale go for
much lower price than they

would otherwise. Clothes
usually cost 50 cents, and
shoes cost a dollar. A box of
three flash drives goes for $5.
“I always like to come to
auctions and see what I can
get for next to nothing,”
Shugart said.
These sales also help the
environment
“If we didn’t have this
mechanism in place to dispose of surplus property, a
large portion would go to local landfills,” Moffatt said.
Surplus also resells and recycles items such as lumber,
broken concrete, sawdust,
firewood and scrap metal.
These items usually come
from university construction
projects and the firewood is
often made from branches
removed from trees on campus.
“I actually think it’s actually a good idea, putting things
you don’t use to good use,”
said Crystal Schiefelbein, senior biology major and avid
recycler.
Schiefelbein recycles as often as she can and encourages those around her to recycle as well. She even goes
as far as to wash out her glass
and plastics.
“It’s important for the environment and it helps keep
it clean and safe,” Schiefelbein said.
Moffatt said sales both save
money and bring in
money. If there were
no sales, larger surplus items such as
vehicles would have
to be hauled to state
surplus in Auburn.
This would mean
having to pay wages
and also would produce
unnecessary
carbon
monoxide
emissions.
When
items from departments such as dining services, housing
and the bookstore
are sold, 75 percent
of those proceeds go
back into the department.
The next surplus
sale is set for some
Pete Los/Observer time around Dec. 7.

What Can Be Recycled?
Where Can it Be Recycled?
Mixed Paper: (newspaper, office paper, notebooks, posters, textbooks)
All campus buildings (lobbies, offices, classrooms,
residence halls).
Cardboard: (must be
clean) Behind most buildings.
#1 Plastic: (pop bottles)
Dining areas, building lobbies, residence halls
Aluminum Cans: Dining areas, building lobbies,
residence halls.
Glass Bottles: Dining Areas, building lobbies, residence halls.

Batteries:
(hazardous
waste, should always be recycled) Some department
offices and residence halls,
ASCWU in SURC Room 236.
Cell Phones: (hazardous
waste, also contain precious metals, should always be recycled) ASCWU
in SURC Room 236.
Toner Cartridges: Many
offices around campus.
Clothing: Apoyo clothing bank in old heat plant
on University Way, blue bin
outside Jerrol’s, St. Vincent
Center or Goodwill.
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Students stuff stockings for area needy
scarves, school supplies and
toys, to gifts to help out parents.
For the stocking stuffer
event, the bags are provided
and students may fill them
with small amounts of candy and small gift items such
as coloring books, stickers,
hats and school supplies.
Zeringer wants to keep a
limit on the amount of candy included in the stocking
stuffers.
“It’s not about giving kids
some meaningless stuff,”
Zeringer said. “It’s about
giving them things they
need.”
The brightly lit giving tree
is hard to miss and some
Central Washington University students have taken the
opportunity to give back to
the community, but for different reasons.
“It gives the opportunity
to people to help out other
people,” said Jason Spargo,
freshman undeclared. “I

think it’s pretty cool to do
something out of the goodness of your heart. I hate
Christmas, so I might as
well make someone else’s
Christmas nice.”
Sam Booth, sophomore
music major, decided to
participate because he and
his mom used to put on an
event very similar to the
giving tree.
“It seems like there are
a lot of people not fortunate enough to get stuff for
Christmas and I want to
help out,” Booth said.
Zeringer encourages students to get involved with
the events. She got involved
due to her experiences
teaching
in
elementary
schools.
“The community is so
important, without it we
wouldn’t be here,” Zeringer
said. “So it’s an important
way to give back.”
The displays in the SURC
are scheduled to last un-

sensus-based standard to
support and certify successful green building design,
“Going Green” at Central construction and operations.
Washington University is not
The construction of LEEDa simple catch phrase.
certified buildings form part
“It’s the law since 2005 that of a state-wide green initiaall new buildings construct- tive that the university hopes
ed using state funding must to follow. Hillemann, who
adhere to RCW 39.35D,” said has worked at CWU for 12
Joanne Hillemann, architect years and been involved
and manager of facilities with numerous projects such
planning and construction at as the Dean Hall renovation
CWU. “The buildings must and Wendell Hill Residence
be designed, constructed and Hall, explains that there are
certified to at least the LEED certain credits that can be
(Leadership in Energy and pursued in order to obtain
Environmental Design) sil- the different levels of LEED
ver standard.”
certification.
LEED is a voluntary green
“When we renovated Dean
building rating system con- Hall and registered it as a
new building
we used LEED
New Building
Version 2.1. In
order to reach
silver certification, the range
was between
33 and 38 credits,” Hillemann
said.
“Gold
Certification
is 59 credits or
higher.”
Every
year
there are updated
versions of LEED
certification
programs and
different credits
available,
along
with
different standards and rating systems.
“We are planPete Los/Observer ning to conJim Huckabay, professor and chair of the struct a new
Geography Department, points out how residence hall
automatic vents help regulate temperature and we are dealong with the shades and windows.
bating whether

to do so under LEED N.C.
(New Construction) or LEED
Residential,”
Hillemann
said. “We have to compare
between the different rating systems and figure out
which one is better.”
The Hogue Hall addition is
going to be built using LEED
version 2.2 and is aiming to
achieve Platinum LEED certification.
However, the construction of LEED certified buildings is not the only way that
CWU is making an effort to
conserve the environment.
There are recycling bins in
all residence halls, recycling
bins for paper in the library
and GreenWorks cleaning
products being used to wipe
down the machines after use
in the gym.
“I think that the school’s effort to transition into becoming green is commendable,”
said In-Sun Cheong, an international exchange student from South Korea. “But
I think that there are still
some students that don’t really care about recycling and
don’t know the importance
of doing so, in my country it
is illegal to forgo recycling.”
In 2007, then-President
Jerilyn McIntyre signed the
American College and University President’s Climate
Change Commitment. The
action statement is signed by
college and university presidents throughout America
and tries to reduce the individual school’s carbon
footprint by carrying out
programs that diminish carbon- intensive use.
“Climate change is a global
problem and by signing this,
the presidents of higher education institutions are show-

by Lura Treiber
Staff Reporter
Each fall, volunteers from
the Civic Engagement Center put on stocking stuffer
and holiday giving tree
events to benefit low-income families.
“It’s another way to bring
Ellensburg and the campus
community together,” said
Katie Zeringer, senior elementary education major
and one of the volunteers
putting on the event. “These
are people in Kittitas County, therefore these are their
neighbors and it makes
them aware that not everyone has what they have.”
The giving tree and stocking stuffer table are located
in the SURC, next to the information booth. The giving tree has tags for each
recipient with specific gift
requests.
According
to
Zeringer, gifts range from hats,

Kris Wilhelmy/Observer
Matt Morper, senior marketing major, adds his tag to the tree. He
gets to help make a 7-year-old boy’s Christmas with Star Trek toys.
til Tuesday, Nov. 24. Participating students should
bring their wrapped gifts
and stocking stuffer bags to
the Civic Engagement Center located in SURC 256-B to

be distributed by various local organizations. The gifts
need to be brought to the
center by Nov. 30 and the
stocking stuffer bags need to
be returned by Dec. 2.

ing their commitment to a
better environment and acting as leaders,” said Colin
Smith, research assistant at
Second Nature, one of the
three non-profit organizations that created the American College and University
Presidents Climate Change
Commitment. “The goal is
to teach students to be sustainable individuals and that
living sustainably can be
achieved, but basically we
are here to help institutions
get to where they want to be.
The climate commitment is
not for us, it’s for them.”
Central is due to turn in a
Climate Action Plan veered
toward being climate neutral
to Second Nature as part of

the climate commitment in
January of 2010. The organization holds a summit once
a year in which representatives from the 660 signatory
schools can attend workshops, network and learn
about new initiatives toward
environmental conservation.
At the end of the day, Hillemann believes that going
green is the way to go.
“It’s a convergence of these
fundamental objectives: conserving natural resources,
increasing energy efficiency
and improving indoor air
quality, occupant safety and
well-being,” Hillemann said.
“If we can meet these goals
with a low financial impact,
then why not?”

University buildings aim for LEED marks
by Daysi Calavia-Lopez
Staff reporter
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Computer error costs state need grant
by Anthony James
Staff reporter
A computer error caused
students who were not
eligible for it to receive a
state need grant, and now
those students must find
a way to pay for the balance.
According to Director of
Financial Aid Agnes Canedo, a bug in the program
used by the Financial Aid
Department caused students who should not
have received any money
to receive the grant. The
bug was discovered in
early September, but some
cases were missed until
October, when a state audit found discrepancies,
Canedo said.
Canedo said the program
is only used by Central
and has worked flawlessly
for five years. Regulations
on federal Pell grants and
state need grants change
yearly, and Canedo said
the programs were “looking at something else” this
year.
All of the students
whose state need grants
were revoked were not
eligible for the grant in the
first place, Canedo said.

Canedo said students
were offered loans and
some were offered pledges, a Central award to help
pay for tuition, as partial
compensation.
“We’ve done everything
we can to soften” the loss,
Canedo said.
The Washington State
Need Grant is awarded
based on data from a student’s Free Application
For Federal Student Aid
(FAFSA) and is given to
students with a family income equal to or less than
70 percent of the state median income, which for a
family of four is $54,500
in 2009. The maximum
award for a CWU student
is $5,030.
Brittany Thompson, junior psychology major,
said she received an e-mail
from financial aid in late
October. Losing the state
need grant cost her nearly
$1,000 a quarter, she said.
Thompson said she was
able to pay the balance
through loans and help
from her parents.
“Not everybody can
get this figured out in a
week,” Thompson said.
“Luckily I was able to figure it out.”

The state need grant was
the only grant Thompson
received, and like many
students, she pays for her
education with loans, savings, help from parents
and a part-time job.
“I was mad at first because of the timing,”
Thompson said. “They
should have figured this
out earlier.”
Financial aid has been
stretched across the state.
The state need grant didn’t
lose any funding this year,
but a poor economy put a
strain on the same funds.
Financial aid offices were
also instructed to use current financial data instead
of last year ’s tax return.
Canedo said typically
the state colleges will reallocate state need grant
funds to other state colleges if there is any left over,
but every school has been
stretched thin. Central’s
financial aid office had to
stop awarding state need
grants and no more will be
awarded this year unless
a student is an incoming
transfer, Canedo said.
“We are way out there
on the state need grants,”
Canedo said.
Clarence Ames, senior

public relations major, re- all that,” Ames said. “They
ceived financial aid, but don’t have it so they can’t
is about $600 short. In the give it to me.”
past he has been given a
Thompson said despite
good student loan, based the setback, she doesn’t
on good grades, but was plan on changing her edunot awarded that this year. cational plan, but said losAs a result of the lesser ing the grant isn’t right.
aid, Ames has yet to pay
“It’s just not okay for
tuition. Since he is a se- them to give it to me and
nior, this means he cannot take it away mid-quarter,”
graduate until he pays the Thompson said.
tuition.
Ames is working one job currently, with an
interview set-up
for a second job.
He has also been
doing freelance
Maximum financial aid
computer repair
for a dependent senior
jobs.
at CWU in the 2009-10
Ames had difficulties
with
school year:
some
paperwork for this
-Federal Pell grant: $5,350
year, which may
-State need grant: $5,030
have
resulted
-CWU tuition waiver: $1,800
in a slower pro-Stafford loan: $7,500
cessing
time,
(up to $5,500 subsidized)
and
therefore
-State Education Opportunity
less money. But
Grant: $2,500
he said the economy may be a
*Information taken from the FAFSA,
bigger factor.
and Central Washington University
“I just asWeb sites.
sumed it was
because of …
Photo illustration by Brian Iiyama.
budget cuts and
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Ask
Amanda

ADVERTISEMENT

Hey Amanda, I read
a poster on campus that
said when college students
go out drinking, they only
have four drinks. That’s
B.S. What do you think?

Hmm. I too have
seen that poster around
campus and it does state
that when college students
go out they tend to drink
four drinks or less. I can
see how someone would
call “BS” on this statistic. But what it truly says
is that 58% of Central
students have four drinks or
fewer when they go out.
Most likely, we’ve been
at the same party on campus and we’ve both seen
the guy playing Edward
40 hands, or a girl walking
around with Carlo Rossi,
doing the gallon challenge.
Obviously, that is more
than four drinks. What the
posters are saying is that
most students at Central
choose to drink responsibly
(by responsible I mean one
drink an hour.) At some
point somebody came up
with the idea that ALL
college students drink ALL
the time. Truth is, most of
us don’t.
For example, if you go
to a party with 25 people

nearly half are probably
in the living room sipping
on drinks and being pretty
chill, another four are in
the garage playing beer
pong, one girl is dancing
on the table, one guy is
outside puking, two girls
are making out and the last
guy is singing “Living on a
Prayer.”
When you talk to your
friends the next day, do you
say “man, you should have
been at that party last night,
it was really chill,” or do
you say “man, you should
have been at that party
last night, everyone was
hammered!” Even though
only 20% of the party was
“drunk,” people tend to
exaggerate. I think that’s
how people confuse statistics about college drinking.
So, I wouldn’t call “BS” on
everything you read. Hope
that helps clear things up
for you!

-Amanda
Have a story to share or a
“safety” ques,on for Amanda?
Send them to wwc@cwu.edu. It
just might be a future topic!

ADVERTISEMENT
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CWU Alert!
test takes
place today
by Israel Espinoza-Ortiz
Staff reporter
Central Washington University’s emergency system,
CWU Alert!, will undergo a
test today. The purpose of this
test is to make sure that the
system is working properly.
Messages are sent to all students, faculty and staff. The
emergency system makes
sure that everyone gets messages so that no one is surprised by emergency situations.
According to Captain Michael Luvera, the emergency
system manager of the CWU
Police Department, this test is
performed a couple of times
a year to ensure the effectiveness of the system.
“I would encourage students to check SAFARI to
make sure that phone numbers are updated,” Luvera
said. “This test is sent several
different ways. This includes
text messaging, e-mail, voicemail, desktop alert, reader
boards at the [Student Union
and Recreation Center] and in
the classrooms.”
The CWU Alert! System
was created in 2008, when the
Central Police Dein the wake
of the shootings at Virgina
Tech. The ITS Department
contracted with Connect ED/
Blackboard, said
Carmen
Rahm, the assistant vice president for Information Technology.
Rahm said the Blackboard
system is updated every day
to ensure that students have
updated information such as
phone numbers, cell phone
numbers, e-mail and other
ways that might help students receive the messages.
“For everyone here on
campus, it’s very important
to have current information
through SAFARI so students
can be immediately notified
when there is an emergency,”
Rahm said. “One of the most
effective ways to get these notifications is by cell phone. I
know students like text messaging, but they need to authorize Blackboard connect
so these notifications can be
sent.”
With this in mind, Johnny
Malibor, an emergency medical technician, stated that
students need this system because it is a good way for everyone to know about emergencies.
In addition to these features, the emergency system
notification also has a Web
site that will educate students
on how to handle the messages that are being sent.
According to Ila Dickenson,
senior geography major, the
test is a good idea, but the
testing goes overboard because of the number of notifications sent.

by Shannon O’Hara
News editor
Students interested in getting involved in school decisions now have the opportunity. The Associated Students
of Central Washington University Board of Directors
(ASCWU-BOD) has two open
positions.
“Applicants must be strong
in student leadership, but
also know the BOD is here to
support them in training and
acclimation to the BOD ex-

perience,” said Keith James,
president of ASCWU-BOD,
in an e-mail. “The opportunity to serve the student body
through the ASCWU- BOD is
one that is highly regarded on
a resume because of the experience you gain from day-today challenges as administrator [and] student.”
One position available is executive vice president. Duties
include 14 regular hours of
office work and filling in for
the president when needed.
The officer also monitors ser-

vices and activities in budget
areas and records ASCWUBOD public meeting minutes.
The second position open
is vice president for student
life and facilities. They are the
chair of the Student Union
and Recreation Center board
and are the liaison between
the SURC and ASCWU-BOD
boards. Meetings occur twice
a month and they would be
responsible for giving weekly
reports on the Residence Hall
Association.
James said any student can

apply by turning in a resume
of student leadership and a
cover letter of interest for the
desired position by Dec. 4.
“You are put in an elite
group of students to have the
authority to make decisions
for the entire student body,”
James said. “You are also
placed in a position to fight
for student’s rights.”
To find out more information
contact Keith James at jameske@
cwu.edu or the ASCWU-BOD
at 509-963-1693 or e-mail ascwu@cwu.edu.
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Universities toss trays in effort to go green
by Katie Reese
Staff reporter
Universities across the
country are tossing their archaic dining trays in an effort
to save the earth and a few
bucks. But while the social,
economic and environmental beneﬁts are big, cultural
acceptance and a lack of conclusive data prevent many
schools, including Central
Washington University, from
making the switch.
Dan Layman, director of
dining services, says that
while the idea of going tray-

Results in Schools
*New York University.
Food waste has been cut
from 4.03 ounces per tray
to less than 2.37 ounces.
*University of North
Carolina. The Chapel Hill
campus is saving thousands of gallons of water
monthly by not washing
trays, says Scott Myers,
dining director.
*From Aramark Higher
Education Web site

Social Awareness
*Supports
education
and awareness of environmental issues.
*Reinforces institutions’
sustainability initiatives.
*Encourages students
to participate in a “green”
initiative that has both a
personal and community
impact.
*Reinforces sustainability awareness on a daily
basis.
*From Aramark Higher
Education Web site

less sounds great, he feels tainability and the food serthat the cons outweigh the vice’s own agenda.
pros.
“That money just goes back
“We’ve toyed with the idea, to the food service,” Layman
but we haven’t gone that ex- said. “There’s a hidden agentra step,” Layman said.
da.”
Research done by Aramark
He believes that one big isHigher Education has shown sue with the idea is the chaos
that removing the dining it will create when students
trays from cafeterias helps must return to the buffet to
reduce food waste, conserve pick up additional food they
energy
and
could
not
save money.
carry
on
The
largtheir
ﬁrst
est beneﬁt for
trip.
He
tray-free dinfeels
that
ing is cutting
the
buffet
the amount of
will become
food waste.
crowded
A c c o rd i n g
and messy
to
research
when studone in 2008,
dents try to
a study of
carry more
186,000 meals
than
they
at 25 colleges
are
able
to.
Dan Layman
and universiA
n
o
t
her
director of dining
ties found a
issue
that
services
25 to 30 perholds Laycent
reducman
back
tion in food waste per person from going tray-free is the
on days when trays were not backlash that could come
used. All together the 25 in- from students and faculty.
stitutions generated 11,505
“You have to get total buyfewer pounds of waste.
in from the administration
By going tray-less, Ara- and students,” Layman said.
mark found that universities “If we pull all the trays we’ll
could conserve energy and have the president coming
save money by eliminating up and saying ‘what’s the
the need to heat water for deal?’”
tray washing and decrease
Because dining trays have
the amount of wastewater been such a large part of stusent to treatment facilities.
dent and faculty life, Aramark
According to Aramark, it found that many administratakes one-third to one-half tors believe that taking trays
gallon of water to wash a away from customers would
single tray. Each day, Cen- be an inconvenience and
tral’s dining services serves would increase complaints.
approximately 600 meals for
Jason Prindle, senior music
lunch and 200 meals for din- education major, says that the
ner in the Holmes Dining idea sounded weird at ﬁrst,
Room. If the trays were taken but he can see where the deaway from Holmes, it would cision to take the trays out
save 265 to 400 gallons of wa- comes from.
ter per day.
“The only negative part I
Layman says that many of can see could be that it leads
the universities and colleges to overcrowding and lonmake the switch to become ger lines,” Prindle said. “But
tray-less for two reasons: sus- people won’t eat as much and

“

That money
just goes
back to the
food service.
There’s a hidden agenda.

”

Environmental
Benefits
*Conserves energy by
eliminating the need to
heat water for tray washing.
*Reduces dependence
on fossil fuels.
*Saves one-third to onehalf gallon of water per
tray.
*Reduces
chemicals,
detergents and drying
agents used to wash trays.
*Decreases discharge
into landfills, incinerators
and wastewater treatment facilities.
*Lessens the ecological
footprint.
*From Aramark Higher
Education Web site

news

WEATHER
Today

Rainy

39°
27°

Friday, Nov. 20

Mostly Cloudy

42°
27°

Saturday, Nov. 21

Economic Benefits
*Saves on cost of water
and energy.
*Saves on cost of detergents and rinse/drying
agents.
*Eliminates cost of trays.
*Reduces food-waste
removal costs.
*From Aramark Higher
Education Web site

only take what they can carry.
Jessica Weisz, junior public
relations major, doesn’t see
the need for getting rid of
trays.
“In the Holmes dining
room I pay for all-you-caneat meals, and at the marketplace I only pay for what I
buy,” Weisz said.
For now, Central is holding
off on removing the trays.
Research on dining support
will continue nationwide.

Visual Stimulation

Cloudy
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25°
Sunday, Nov. 22

Cloudy

37°
27°
Monday, Nov. 23

Rain and Ice
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Tuesday, Nov. 24
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Cloudy

40°
23°

Wednesday, Nov. 25

#1 Ranked CWU vs. Tarleton State

Catch an NCAA Division II Championship Playoff Game

Saturday, Nov. 21, 2009, at Noon
Tomlinson Stadium
Central students with ID will be admitted free

www.wildcatsports.com
Sponsored by
CWU is an EEO/AA/Title IX Institution. Persons with disabilities
may request reasonable accommodation by calling the Center
for Disability Services at 509-963-2171 or TDD 509-963-2143.

Pete Los/Observer

“A fool sees not the same tree that a
wise man sees.”

-William Blake

Clouds and Rain

39°
23°

The editorial views expressed here are those of the writers
and not necessarily the views of the newspaper staff at large,
the student body, or the faculty and administration.
They are not to be considered the ofﬁcial views of
Central Washington University.

Of Malthus & men: Can we feed the future?

The world’s population
clock is ticking, and it never
stops. Every second another
two-and-a-half mouths to
feed are born – that’s 150 people per minute, roughly 9,000
per hour.
According to the United
Nations, the earth’s population (currently at 6.8 billion)
will reach 9 billion by 2050.
Other projections have the
population doubling in the
next 50 years. It’s clear that
we humans are more proliﬁc
than ever before, and we’re
living longer too. The trouble
is, our planet isn’t getting any
bigger.
Thomas Robert Malthus
was a clergyman, mathematician, and, as one National
Geographic writer put it, the
ultimate “glass-half-empty
“kind of guy.
In the late 1700s, he projected that the earth’s human
population doubles in size

“

We may be
dead in 100 years,
but our future
children and grandchildren won’t be. I
want to leave mine
with a planet where
food and water are
available.

“

Darcy Wytko
Editor-in-chief

about every 25 years (unchecked), while our food production increases at a snail’s
pace, creating a sort of biological trap humanity will be
perpetually falling into.
For those of you who think
that disease, famine and natural disasters are a good means
of “population control,” Malthus is your man.
In his “Essay on the Principle of Population,” he wrote,

“The power of population is
indeﬁnitely greater than the
power in the earth to produce
subsistence for man,” and
that “This implies a strong
and constantly operating
check on population from the
difﬁculty of subsistence.”
To translate, by “operating
check” he means those involuntary and voluntary: voluntary being “preventative
checks,” such as birth control,
abstinence, and choosing not
to have children; and involuntary being “positive checks”

such as famine, drought and
disease.
Malthus even discouraged
feeding the poor. He believed
that would mean the poor
would bring more children
into the world only to be born
into misery.
Since I consider myself
more of a “glass-half-full”
kind of girl, I disagree with
Malthus’ worldview. I don’t
see mass starvation or wartime genocide as valid forms
of population control. Thinking about the environment
and its ability to sustain our
future generations is no longer a matter of partisan politics, but a matter of practicality and personal responsibility.
We may be dead in 100
years, but our future children
and grandchildren won’t be.
I want to leave mine with a
planet where food and water,
and even the occasional tree,
are present and available.
Though at times my positivity outweighs my ability to
be realistic, I may not be the
only one in the world with
these sentiments.
When Britain issued a new
20-pound note, it took Malthus and replaced him with
Adam Smith. Perhaps globally, we’re putting on the brave,
positive face it takes to face
such a bleak reality.
After all, another 750 people were born during the ﬁve
minutes you took to read this.

Deep Thoughts with Quinn Eddy

My friends,
It grosses me out when winter hits and everybody gets
a runny nose. I go nuts in a
room with constant snifﬂing.
And of course there’s that
one guy that is snifﬂing more
than the rest. Just the snifﬂiest
sniffer.
I don’t understand how
Taco Bell is so good.
It’s funny how the default
“I’m trying to look busy to
avoid conversation” maneuver is to pull out a cell phone.
Roller disco should make a
comeback.
What would Thanksgiving
music sound like?
I hate it when I can’t ﬁnd
my slippers.
For some reason I just love
it when girls make macaroni
and cheese for hammered

“

The Miley Cyrus
song ‘Party in the
USA’ is stuck in head
and I’m not trying
to fight it.

“

Quinn Eddy
Asst. photo editor

people. My good buddy’s
girlfriend came up and made
a huge bowl of shells. I hid
the bowl in the closet so nobody else could have any.
The Miley Cyrus song “Party in the USA” is stuck in my
head and I’m not trying to
ﬁght it. I was thinking about
downloading it just so I have
it in my music library.
When my dad hears someone fart, he asks if they need
a napkin.

I was looking at someone’s
Facebook status and it read,
“Organic chemistry study
party at my house.”
I did not attend this party.
We have a couch on our
porch so people smoking cigs
can chill. It looks really tacky.
I feel like a fatty when I get
reﬁlls for fries at Wing Central but at the same time I feel
awesome about the fact that
the reﬁlls are free.
Today I had a birthday

party for my car. It turned
150,000 miles. They grow up
so fast. At Ken’s Quick Lube
I bought the expensive oil. I
really wish I had bought the
normal stuff instead of synthetic.
Add applesauce to your
oatmeal. You’re welcome.
If a girl at a Halloween
party dressed as Padmé from
Star Wars came up to me and
asked me to dance, I’d probably say yes.
Walking three dogs is just
too much to handle all at
once.
Adding the word salmon
instead of the number seven
makes any sentence funny.
I’ve heard of someone doing a drive-by with an AK
“seven-forty-salmon.” I saw
the movie “Lucky Number
Salmon.”
A salmonty-nine cent Powerade is money well spent.
Wearing Under Armour
clothing makes me feel athletic.
So it started raining and I
left the sunroof open on my
car. I’m so lazy I’m debating
leaving it open.
I don’t judge people who
pick their nose.
Send your “deep thoughts” to
cwuobserver@gmail.com.

DEAR EDITOR,

In the Observer’s Faith edition I was quoted about my
views on religion and homosexuality. I can’t help but feel
my point of view was represented in a much different light
than I intended. Frankly, my friends thought it made me
sound like a stereotypical “angry” lesbian, which I am not.
I attended the same-sex marriage debate in the SURC
theatre, and it was very thought provoking. One young
man introduced the idea of “God invented Adam and
Eve, not Adam and Steve” and my reaction was horror.
Not simply because I was offended on a personal level,
but because that felt like a slap in the face to my homosexuality and also to my faith.
Raised a Christian, I don’t see how this commonplace
Christian mentality shows the love God asks us to show
the world. And I hardly think it represents the love I
know God has for each and every one of us.
I cannot stress enough that Christians need to step back
and think of what the core values of the Bible really are:
love, compassion, grace, and forgiveness, not hatred,
judgment, gossip, and rejection. Imagine spending the
weekend in my shoes, or the shoes of many of your gay
CWU classmates. The stares in the SURC when people
see you holding hands with the person you love, the
backhanded religious or “that’s gay!!!” comments that are
made without knowledge of your sexual orientation, and
the sting of rejection, etc.
If you were that person, how would you see our faith?
Would you see loving, non-judgmental Christians? Or
would you see people so ﬁlled with distaste and “Adam
and Eve, not Adam and Steve”, that they would never
accept you? How are we supposed to show people God’s
love if we cannot show our own?
Get to know the person for more than just their sexual
orientation. Get to know their personal story. Watch the
ﬁlm “Prayers for Bobby” and see what religious zealots
can do to the people YOU love. You’d be surprised as to
what you ﬁnd.
Sincerely,
Jess Lindquist, junior, sociology major
In previous papers I have read the phrase “Christian
fundamentalist” in a variety of contexts. I think Mark Seidl, in a letter to the editor in the last October issue, did a
fairly accurate job in describing most people’s deﬁnition
of a “fundamentalist Christian”: “a delusional, unintelligent, arrogant man…” The word “fundamentalist” is
often used in other contexts of religion to refer to those
who are reckless, unabashed, offensive and dangerous to
those around them. But is this accurate? What, exactly, is
fundamentalism in a Christian context?
During the mid 1800s a movement to invalidate the
Bible began to emerge within scientiﬁc and theological
circles in Europe, particularly in Germany. Those ideas
were proposed as the “Higher Criticism.” Leaders of this
movement were inﬂuential professors from major universities who began to question that the Bible was of supernatural origin, that it rather had many more contributors
than originally accepted, and that much of its content was
merely borrowed myths from neighboring pagan inﬂuences. Their ideas were published and widely distributed.
However, those ideas were later overwhelmingly scientiﬁcally disproved by well-known scientists with proﬁcient expertise in their various ﬁelds of scientiﬁc, historic,
and linguistic research.
Their published work inspired a group of 65 theologians
from all around the world to come together and draft and
publish works from both theological and scientiﬁc contexts to support the validity of the Bible. Using the Bible
as their measuring rod, they came to establish what the
bottom line, fundamentally important, non-negotiable
truths, or doctrines, of the Bible were.
continued on p. 8

Editor’s Note: The Observer welcomes brief letters (300
words or less) from readers on current issues. Please include
the author’s full name and university afﬁliation: year and
major, degree and year graduated, or staff position and department. Anonymous letters will not be considered. For letters
to run in the following week’s issue, please e-mail your letters
to cwuobserver@gmail.com by 5 p.m. Monday. The Observer
retains the right to edit for style and length.
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DEAR EDITOR, (continued from p. 7)

These were published into 12 volumes and titled “The
Fundamentals,” which were then summarized into ﬁve
main points which describe the most basic characteristics
of genuine Christianity : 1) The inerrancy of the original
Scripture manuscripts, 2) the virgin birth of Jesus Christ,
3) that Christ literally and necessarily shed His blood as
the only qualiﬁed substitute for the sins of His people, 4)
that Christ literally and physically came alive again after
being cruciﬁed, and will return again one day, and 5) That
Jesus Christ was fully God and fully man -- He was God
in human ﬂesh. Anyone who sincerely and completely
believed in these things were known as fundamentalists.
This is still the deﬁnition of the term.
Eliya Hogan
senior, geology major
As a true native to the Seattle area, baseball has always
been a pretty big part of my life. So when my sister (who
attends Central) told me to read an article written by
Mr. Proctor about the Yankees, I couldn’t wait. I have
never really liked the Yankees prior to this, but now I
down right despise them. I was shocked and a little sick
at the amount of money the Yankees have spent signing
players. Proctor surfaces a compelling argument when
mentioning that “With that much money, it’s almost
embarrassing that the Yankees don’t win every year, and
it really makes it impossible for small market teams to
compete on a consistent basis.” With his obvious knowledge of the sport, it would be hard for any true baseball
fan to disagree with him based on the facts that he has
used. I truly enjoyed this article and hope to read more of
Mr. Proctor’s outstanding work.

•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Instead of buying produce at the store that comes from 1,500
miles away, buy locally to save on “food miles.”
Cut back on single-serve food and beverages. Instead buy in
bulk, and cook at home.
An average of 50 percent of household energy is lost to heating
and cooling. Seal edges and cracks with caulk, install weather
stripping, and hang up curtains to keep warm air in during the
winter months.
With the holiday season approaching, instead of throwing your
Christmas tree away, take it to a Christmas tree recycling center.
One-third of all plastic containers end up in the garbage. Look
for the recycling symbol on the products you buy and recycle
them whenever possible.
Use compact fluorescent light bulbs instead of regular ones.
Turn off your computer and monitor when possible.
Take shorter showers and conserve water when in the bathroom, kitchen and garden.
Keep the temperature between 65-68 degrees. Instead of turning up the heat, put on more clothing and grab a blanket.
Tips courtesy of greenseattle.org and cnn.com.

Sincerely,
Emily Martinez

Trimming the hedges, would pay money to see a
mowing the lawn, “man- straight male get a “manscaping”… it’s all part of zilian.” (How many of you
proper sexual etiquette. men just cringed at the
And I am not talking about thought of that?!)
gardening here people.
Yet no matter what your
Good sex starts with good downstairs grooming habpersonal hygiene.
its, it’s always best to be
To shave, trim, or not to considerate and respectful
shave: that’s the
of your partreal
question
If you
Grooming 101 ner.
nowadays.
expect them
Why is it that
to be clean
Brazilian:
women are exand tidy, you
A female waxing phepected to be ei- nomenon that leaves ab- should
be
ther trimmed- solutely no hair behind. just the same.
up or as bare
The
taManzilian:
as a hardwood
boos Ameriﬂoor, but with The male equivalent of a can society
men it’s hit Brazilian wax job, which has placed on
and miss with means that all, and I mean sex (and topwhat’s going on all, pubic and rear hair is ics such as
waxed).
below the belt?
downstairs
Why do women
hygiene)
Manscaping:
endure the pain
leave many
When a guy shaves or
of a taking it all
of us to whistrims his body hair to
off with a Brazilper
about
appear neat and well
ian wax, when
sex. But what
groomed, like landscapmen can lounge
good is sexing for the pubic region.
around
and
ual
exploscratch
themration if we
selves without regard to can’t ﬁgure out what optheir bushy squirrels?
tions we have and what we
All guys should give like? Open, non-judgmen“manscaping” the good- tal conversation between
old college try. It certain- friends and partners is truly pleases the ladies, and ly the highest form of sexual
has at least one unexpected etiquette.
beneﬁt. As a friend of mine
The tip of the week:
once said, “A tree in a forIf you wish your partest is just another tree, but a ner would trim up a little
tree in a desert is a big ‘ef- bit down there, suggest a
ﬁn tree.”
sexy shower before sex, and
And for the record, I shave each other as part of

When I was a kid, my mom never had a lot of time or
energy to cook dinner after work. But every night, at the
end of a long day, she would magically whip up a good
hearty meal for us kids. One of my favorite dishes that she
made was meatball soup. Over the years I’ve made a few
changes in my mom’s recipe, mainly to the broth. This
soup is really easy and quick. But the good thing about
this recipe is that it works with just plain chicken broth.

Ingredients

For the meat balls:
-2 lb. ground beef or pork
-2 medium sized onions, chopped
-3 eggs, lightly whipped
-2 tsp. salt
-1 tsp. black pepper
-1 T. chili ﬂakes
-3 T. of vegetable oil
For the broth:
-About 5 C. of chicken broth
-3 T. of soy sauce
-1 tsp. of oyster sauce
-1 tsp. of Hoisen sauce
-1 bunch green onions, thinly sliced

Rachel Guillermo
Culinary columnist

Instructions

-In a large mixing bowl, combine the ground
meat, chopped onions, 2 of the whipped eggs, salt,
pepper and chili ﬂakes. Mix until well combined.
-Take about 2 T. of the mixture and form into
meatballs by rolling in your hands.
-In a large frying pan, heat the oil to medium
high. Cook the meatballs in oil until brown on all
sides. Once cooked, set meatballs to the side.
-Using a large soup pot, heat the chicken broth
to a boil. Once to a boil point, reduce to a simmer.
Add the soy sauce, oyster sauce and Hoisen sauce
to the broth and stir to dissolve.
-Add the meatballs to the broth to ﬁnishing cooking, about 10 minutes.
-Garnish with green onions and serve over rice.

Got questions or comments about my recipes? Want to chew the fat about food in general?
I’d love to hear from you! Email cwuculinarycorner@gmail.com.
Photo by Brian Iiyama/Observer

scene
by Lindsy Wheadon
Staff reporter
With the planet’s natural resources a growing concern, there has become
an increasing interest and importance in “going green.” Ellensburg businesses are taking the initiative and greening up their practices and products.

Solar paneling and energy-reducing straw bale insulation are a
few changes Ellensburg’s D&M Coffee are implementing in order to
“green” up their business practices.
“Downtown we have solar panels, which use the sun’s power as
our source of energy,” said Ingrid Lutz, general manager of D&M
Coffee.
In addition to the solar paneling, straw bale insulation can potentially reduce up to 75 percent of energy costs, limiting the utilization
of natural resources.
According to Lutz, the switch to
serving cold drinks in renewable
and biodegradable Greenware
cups, as well as offering reusable stainless steel cups and
water bottles, presents environmentally friendly alternatives for customers.
In addition to eco-friendly coffee cups, D&M presents an eco-friendly brand
of coffee. Their certified
organic coffee beans are offered alongside their standard beans.
“Going green isn’t
about marketing, it’s
about living,” Lutz said.
“It feels right to have the
option to purchase both
something green [friendly], organic and fairtrade.”

Due to the increasing amounts of people in Ellensburg with celiac
disease, Super 1 Foods has become an advocate in offering a large
selection of gluten-free food products.
According to assistant manager Jennifer Niebel, it is important
for gluten-free items to be offered as well as an assortment of organic alternatives.
“We have just about everything that you can imagine,” Niebel
said. “[We supply] anything from cheeses and meats, to even frozen
dinners.”
All products can be found in the “huckleberry department” of the
store. In addition, soy-based products are also available.
In attempts to reach a more “green” standard,
Super 1 Foods uses “Hippo Saks,” shopping bags made from recycled and
biodegradable plastic.
“They are larger and
stronger
than
regular plastic
bags, but they
break down in half
the time,” Niebel said.
According to Niebel,
10 cents is refunded off any
grocery order where the customer brings their own source of
bagging for their groceries.

Don’t be fooled by their company name. While Better Life Natural
Foods offers a wide selection of organic food products, their store also
entails “green” substitutes for beauty products and household cleaners.
“We have alternatives for anything that you would need for body
care,” said manager Delama Carr.
A few certified “green” products include their shampoo and conditioner collections that are not based on petrochemicals, as well as sea
salt soap bars.
“[These products] clean your hair and body well, and they aren’t
subjecting your body to chemicals daily or putting chemicals down
the drain,” Carr said.
According to Carr, the top sellers for household products are their
dish and laundry soaps that use herbals and plant extracts in substitute for petrochemical ingredients.
“We always have dishes and clothes to wash,” Carr said. “They are
key areas to be aware of.”
While all of these products offer eco-friendly alternatives, Carr says
a store favorite is the Klean Kanteen stainless steel water bottle, which
reduces the amount of plastic production.

Being an established office and school supply business in a college
town provides ample opportunities to offer environmentally friendly
supplies to a wide audience. Jerrol’s Book and Office Supplies has
made that available by offering a variety of office supplies and a particular set of “green” binders.
According to owner Rolf Williams, these binders stand out and
also possess a low carbon footprint. Due to the manufacturer’s location in Seattle, there are few carbon emissions produced in getting the
binders to Ellensburg.
“We have a really cool line of [eco-friendly] folders and binders
that are made out of cardboard and replaceable metal,” Williams said.
The significance of having a folder or binder made from cardboard
and replaceable metal is its ability to be continually reused. When the
cardboard cover needs to be replaced it can be recycled and a new one
can be made from the metal rings.
While plastic bags are both cheap and durable, they are not ecofriendly. But, according to Williams, Jerrol’s encourages customers to
reuse their plastic bags and also offers a buy-back system. With every
plastic bag brought back, 10 cents is compensated to the customer in
return.
“While recent generations have begun to consume and produce
foolishly, resources are finite now and it’s important to reuse products,” Williams said.
“Going green” is something that the company has encouraged
throughout its 60 years of operation.
Williams says the environment is something they’re passionate
about
“We want Ellensburg to be a livable and beautiful community for
generations to come.”

Typically when a customer walks into an antique shop, it’s the
items on the shelves and showroom floor that are being reused – but
few people ever stop to consider that the building itself may be a
recycled antique.
“A house [originally] born to be demolished, I moved it to this
property,” said Jan Callahan, owner of
Those Callahan Girls Antique Shop.
“Not only are there recycled products
but it’s a recycled house and it’s designated as an Ellensburg landmark.”
Callahan said that the beauty of buying a pre-owned product is its ability to
limit the resources and manufacturing
of another product that may have gone
to waste otherwise.
“I’m not sure that people always
think that antiques are green-friendly
but they certainly are,” Callahan said.
“They’re being reused and re-loved.”
According to Callahan, purchasing a
pre-owned item or an antique offers a
practical approach to “going green.”
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Go vegan: Don’t have a cow, man

by Amanda Miller
Staff reporter

I was eating chicken back
in January of 2000 when I realized I was eating a dead bird.
I was 14 and had never consciously made the connection
between meat and animals.
I felt sick. Other than during
one week a few years later, I
never ate meat again. I soon
swore off seafood and eggs. (I
wouldn’t eat my eggs so why
would I eat a chicken’s eggs?)
I suppose I was destined
to be a vegetarian. Even as a
child I didn’t eat a lot of meat.
The only meat I liked as a kid
was chicken, and when I ate
that there had to be no skin
and no bones – it grossed me
out. Even the ever-popular
steak held no appeal for me.
The realization that animals are made of the same
material as humans helped
make my transition into a veg-

etarian lifestyle easy. My mom
made it even easier. She made
sure I was eating healthy and
even introduced me to tofu.
She always made a vegetarian
option, adding the meat after
she had set aside my portion.
For years I had wanted
to go vegan. I cried when I
thought of the way animals
were treated. I hate the fact
that there are some animals
whose only purpose in life
is to be eaten. I wish people
would rely more on free-range
animals. But cheese kept me
from going vegan.
It wasn’t until a few months
ago that I finally felt ready to
try a vegan lifestyle. I was so
excited! I even worked with a
nutritionist through the health
center, so that I could be an
educated vegan. While I was
proud of myself, I soon found
that vegan shopping takes forever. I had to read every label.
There weren’t many options.

Four Years of College — What Next?
Economic Security!
With a Masters of Science in Taxation from Golden Gate University, your economic
future will be secure with a career in either the tax profession or as a CPA.
s /BTAIN THIS DEGREE IN AS LITTLE AS ONE YEAR IN A COMBINATION OF IN PERSON IN
downtown Seattle and online classes
s 0ERSONAL ADVISING TO CREATE A CUSTOMIZED DEGREE COMPLETION PLAN
s #OMPLETE CREDIT TOWARD #0! EXAM REQUIREMENTS
s #OURSES TAUGHT BY SUBJECT MATTER EXPERTS
s ! YEAR FROM NOW YOU COULD BE IN A TAX INTERNSHIP OR A FULL TIME JOB IN A
PRESTIGIOUS 0.7 ACCOUNTING lRM OR COMPANY
s 0ART TIME PROGRAM ALSO AVAILABLE WITH EVENING AND ONLINE COURSES
In addition, in downtown San Francisco we offer full-time accelerated classes
starting August 2010. Earn your Masters of Taxation or Masters of Accountancy
DEGREE IN   MONTHS IN DOWNTOWN 3AN &RANCISCO AND BE WORKING IN A PRESTIGIOUS
"AY !REA lRM BY THE FOLLOWING SPRING BUSY SEASON OR SUMMER
s )MMEDIATE ENTRY INTO PRESTIGIOUS "AY !REA ACCOUNTING lRMS AND COMPANIES
s 0AID INTERNSHIP POSITIONS WITH PERSONALIZED CAREER COACHING
s 0ROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENTCAREER OPTIONS WORKSHOPS WITH ACCOUNTING
lRM REPRESENTATIVES
!PPLICATIONS ARE BEING ACCEPTED NOW FOR SUMMER 
Call 206-622-9996 or email jmorgan@ggu.edu.
7ELL GET YOU STARTED ON A CAREER PATH TO ECONOMIC SECURITY
GGU Seattle, 1424 - 4th Avenue, Suite 410, Seattle WA

Doris Torres/Observer
This vegan squash with winter wheat and braised veggies was created by Maggie Patterson, senior
sociology major and served as part of the weekly Vegetarian Society meeting held on Tuesdays.
Sadly, I only lasted two
weeks. I didn’t miss the dairy,
but I was tired of the effort
it took. I felt really bad, but
my best friend suggested a
compromise: vegetarian with
vegan tendencies. I worked
through the guilt and gave in
to a cheese quesadilla from
Taco Bell. I still try to eat vegan, but I don’t beat myself up if
I occasionally give in to dairy.
Erin Smith, senior psychology major, has been a vegetarian for two years. She is a
lacto-vegetarian (a vegetarian
who eats dairy) with vegan
tendencies. She became vegetarian after watching a show
called “Earthlings,” which
changed her views on how animals are treated and raised.
“It’s also way healthier to
be vegetarian,” Smith said.
Smith didn’t have any difficulties switching to a vegetarian lifestyle. Within three
days she had already become
accustomed to new sources of
protein. She said that it is hard
to eat vegetarian on campus,
though.
When Smith lived at home,
she had to do her own cooking.
“I come from the biggest
fishing and hunting family in
the world,” Smith said. “So
it’s hard to get them to eat
vegetarian.”
Smith tried being vegan
for seven months, but had to
return to a vegetarian lifestyle
because she had trouble maintaining a healthy body weight.
“Because I’ve previously
dealt with eating disorders,
nutrition is on the forefront of
my mind,” Smith said.
As a vegan, Smith wasn’t
completely without regrets.
“I’d wake up in the middle
of the night craving cheese,”
Smith said. “No joke.”
The biggest challenge faced
by Carl Fredrickson, junior geography major and a two-year
vegetarian, was giving up
pork sausage and cow-tongue
tacos.
“I used to go to this taco
truck every Sunday morning
and get lengua [cow tongue],”
Fredrickson said. “It was
tough. I almost stopped being

vegetarian for those tacos.”
Fredrickson doesn’t expect
everyone to be vegetarian,
but believes it would be more
eco-friendly if people ate less
meat. He favorite quote from
an online source: “A vegan in
a Hummer has a lighter carbon footprint than a beef eater
in a Prius.”
But it wasn’t eco-friendliness lifestyle that caused Fredrickson to become vegetarian,
it was the health benefits.
“I had an upset stomach
every day for months,” Fredrickson said. “My girlfriend
was vegetarian so I tried it and
immediately felt better.”
Fredrickson is a Pescatarian, a vegetarian who eats seafood. He eats shrimp and fish
if he catches it himself, but
doesn’t eat meat because he
is concerned about its quality
and source.
“If I knew where it was
coming from and I knew it
was a healthy option, I would
eat meat,” Fredrickson said.
According to Judy Heesacker, registered dietitian
for Kittitas Valley Community Hospital (KVCH), there
are several health benefits for
those who are educated vegans or vegetarians. Some of
those benefits are a lower risk
of heart disease, better cholesterol levels and a decreased
risk of Type 2 Diabetes.
Brianne Kappel, dietetic
intern for KVCH, also talked
about the decreased risk of
colon cancer and high blood
pressure.
“The amount of magnesium and potassium in fruits
and vegetables has a relaxing
effect on the arteries, which allows for better blood flow and
lower blood pressure,” Kappel said.
According to Kappel, another possible benefit of not
eating meat is that it helps reduce global warming.
“There’s speculation that
the large quantity of cattle,
which are producing large
amounts of methane gas, are
adding to the ozone layer’s
depletion,” Kappel said.
However, along with the
benefits of a meat-free diet

come several risks. Suzanne
McIntyre, senior nutrition
major, talked about the importance of getting enough calcium. Without enough, people
can develop brittle bones and
spontaneous fractures.
“People think ‘I fell and
broke my hip’,” McIntyre said.
“But really, their hip broke
and that’s why they fell.”
One risk Kappel mentioned
comes from the vegan or vegetarian diet’s lack of sufficient
vitamin B-12, which helps
make new red blood cells.
Kappel said brewer’s yeast is
a good source of B-12.
“Red blood cells carry oxygen to your heart, brain and
lungs,” Kappel said. “So [if
you don’t get enough B12]
you will feel very fatigued
and can develop anemia.”
Heesacker’s advice for
vegans and vegetarians who
don’t eat seafood is to make
sure to get sufficient omega 3
fats, which people usually get
from fish. This is especially
important if heart disease
runs in your family. Omega
3’s can be found in flaxseed oil
and walnuts.
Kappel urges those following a meat-free diet to eat
vegetables of different colors,
and to choose grains that are
whole and fortified. She said
the three necessary supplements for anyone living a
vegan or vegetarian lifestyle
are a multivitamin, B-12, and
a combination of vitamin D
and calcium.
“They’re a team – calcium
and Vitamin D,” Kappel said.
“Vitamin D helps your body
absorb calcium.”
A meat-free lifestyle isn’t
for everyone, and those who
choose it need to make the
effort to become an informed
vegan or vegetarian. Learn
what your body needs but
can’t easily get from non-meat
sources and figure out where
they can be found within the
restrictions of your diet.
Free nutrition counseling
is available through the CWU
Student Health and Counseling
Center. For more information,
contact the Health Center at
509-963-1881.
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Banff Film Festival shows outdoor, environmental films
by Kelly Requa
Staff reporter
The Banff Mountain Film
Festival world tour is coming
to Central, bringing dozens of
exciting environmental and
adventure mountain films to
get the adrenaline pumping.
Produced by Mountain Culture at The Banff Centre and
hosted by Outdoor Pursuits
and Rentals (OPR), the world
tour visits 285 communities in
30 countries across the globe,
sharing the efforts and talents
of the world’s finest mountain
filmmakers.
According to Blaine Serrin,
staff member at OPR, Ellensburg has become an annual
stop on the Banff film festival
world tour. Serrin has seen the
film tour at Central for the last
five years.
“It’s kind of like the Warren Miller film we show,” Serrin said. “It’s an opportunity
for students to experience the
outdoors and get everybody
psyched and excited about the
outdoors.”
Serrin explains that the
films can contain anything
from mountain biking, unicycling, bouldering, climbing,
skiing, hiking and cultural experiences.
“There’s a huge variety –
any outdoor activity,” Serrin
said. “They’ll go to the Hima-

layas and film tribes or small
villages up in the mountains.
It’s all just mountain culture.”
According to Ryan Hopkins, OPR outdoor coordinator, the Banff film tour is a
great way to start out the winter season.
“The Banff tour is an international adventure film festival which provides an excellent presentation of mountain
culture,” Hopkins said. “The
festival itself provides inspiration to the Ellensburg community to continue to explore the
outdoors.”
The 25 or so films that
make it to Ellensburg on the
tour are chosen from roughly
300 films that are submitted to
the Banff Mountain Film Festival in Canada. The movies
that are chosen to go on tour
are selected for their varying
themes and awards, and are
then narrowed down further
by the viewers at each location
they stop at.
Ryan Johnson, OPR staff
member, explains there is a
preview night a week prior to
the festival arriving on campus. At the preview night,
viewers vote on the films that
they would like to see in full
length at the Festival on Nov.
23.
According to Hopkins, the
final film selection is not made
until the day of the show. OPR

Photos courtesy of Banff Centre
(Above) A still from the film A Little Bit Mongolian, winner of the Best Film
on Mountain Culture award. (Left) The film Kranked - Revolve was the
winner of the People’s Choice Award for Radical Reels at this year’s Banff
Film Festival.

takes viewer input as well as
the Banff tour hosts’ input on
deciding which films to show.
Johnson said the films
aren’t made by big organizations or film studios – they’re
made by athletes and outdoor enthusiasts who love the
mountains.
“It’s kind of like Sundance,”
Johnson said. “Some are independent filmmakers and some
of them aren’t. Some are outdoor filmmakers.”
According to Hopkins, the
Banff film tour has been a
building success on campus as
a great program for the campus and community. Hopkins
adds that over the years the
Banff tour has created a loyal

following of viewers who return each year.
“It’s truly a mix of students, faculty members and
community members who
attend,” Hopkins said. “This
film festival seems to bring
Ellensburg’s outdoor community together every year – we
continually receive comments
on how impressive the films
within this festival are.”
Mountain High Sports, a
local business that caters to
outdoor and mountain enthusiasts, is sponsoring the film
festival this year.
“We think the films are
great,” said Tami Walton,
owner of Mountain High
Sports. “We have a lot of stu-

dents that are customers here,
and we try to give back.”
Mountain High Sports will
be giving out gift certificates
as prizes at the film festival,
and a representative from the
Banff center will have handouts as well.
“There’s people that tour
with the festival, kind of
like facilitators,” Serrin said.
“Banff will have a bunch of
their paraphernalia and pamphlets and booklets and stuff
for students.”
The Banff Mountain Film
Festival world tour starts at 7
p.m. on Nov. 23 in the SURC
Theatre. Tickets cost $8 for students with I.D. and $12 for nonstudents.
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The Lonely Forest, Red Means Go rock the SURC
Lindsey Sires
Staff reporter
Before students hightail it
for Thanksgiving break, Campus Life is putting on an indie
rock-stravaganza. Tonight in
the SURC Ballroom, Northwest-grown The Lonely Forest will headline along with
Central’s own Red Means for
a night that promises to be full
of fun, exciting music.
The night will open with
the Wenatchee-based band
Poor Folks, Live Well, fol-

lowed by Red Means Go and
concluding with The Lonely
Forest. This show is the ﬁrst
to kick off a round of concerts
for the 2009-2010 school year,
according to Scott Drummond, director of campus activities.
“We’ll probably do at least
a half a dozen shows,” Drummond said.
An indie music show was
something that Drummond
thought would really appeal
to Central students.
“It seems when we work

Pregnant?
You have options.

1-800-395-HELP

Free. Caring. Confidential
In Ellensburg call 925-2273
or visit us at 111 East 4th

www.optionline.org

with Indie bands they seem
to be pretty well received,”
Drummond said. “The Lonely
Forest has gained quite a bit of
popularity … We really wanted to capitalize on that but we
also wanted something the
students would respond to.”
The Lonely Forest is a four
piece indie pop band from Anacortes, Wash. They’ve been
featured in The Seattle Sound
Magazine, weekly newspapers Seattle Weekly and The
Stranger, and in 2006 they won
the Experience Music Project’s Sound Off! competition.
The band has toured several
times around the Northwest,
booking gigs at places like the
Showbox in Seattle.
“They were here a couple
years ago,” said Jazmarae
Beebe, junior undeclared and
lead singer of Red Means Go.
“We’re completely awed by
them.”
On their MySpace page,
the band says they are an indie/pop/rock band. But for
lead singer John Van Deusen,
pop music is where most of
the band’s inﬂuence comes
from.
“I love the whole world
of pop,” Van Deusen said. “I
think people agree that it’s
catchy.”
The Lonely Forest is inﬂuenced by artists from a broad
spectrum of pop music, including Death Cab for Cutie,
The Long Winters, Nada Surf,
The Beatles, The Beach Boys
and especially local Northwest bands.
“We love our community
of music,” Van Deusen said.
The band is ecstatic for
their show at Central. For
them, college students provide a big support system.
“That’s who we majorly

Steven Dewall/Contributed
Anacortes’ based indie pop band, The Lonely Forest, will headline a show
tonight in the SURC Ballroom. Poor Folks, Live Well and Ellensburg based
Red Means Go will open the show.

appealed to the most,” Van
Deusen said.
Above all, though, the
band likes to signiﬁcantly impact their audience.
“I like to think that we play
thinking music,” Van Deusen said. “I think you can really tell when there’s a good
group of music lovers … I
want people to be inspired.”
Drummond believes the
band knows how to keep the
music structurally sound.
“For as loud as they are
they still maintain musicality,” Drummond said. “They
play well; they play clearly so
they manage to use noise as
an advantage.”
Drummond thought this
combination would make for
an excellent double headlining event with a mellower
Red Means Go.
Red Means Go is made up
of ﬁve Central students. The
indie pop quintet has played
at several venues around
Ellensburg this year, in-

cluding the Deworm to Learn
beneﬁt concert and at the
grand opening of Raw Space.
“A lot of people say we
sound like Death Cab and
some say Paramore and No
Doubt because we have a female lead singer,” said Skyler
Mehal, junior music education major and Red Means
Go guitarist. “We’re pretty
straightforward; we’re really
guitar driven.”
The band is thrilled to play
with both The Lonely Forest and Poor Folks. They’ve
played with both bands before and enjoyed the experience.
“We’re all super excited,”
Beebe said. “We’re playing with two really talented
bands. I hope a lot of people
come out.”
The concert will be held at
7 p.m. tonight in the SURC
Ballroom. The show is a free
event. For more information the
campus life page at www.cwu.
edu/~campuslife.

Turkey Bowl provides fun for the community
By Christine Jahns
Staff Reporter
A giant sparkly turkey,
rugby players and pumpkin
pie. These things may not
ﬁt together in the traditional
sense of Thanksgiving, but
at Central’s ﬁrst ever Turkey
Bowl, all will make an appearance.
For the two-week period
between Veteran’s day and
Thanksgiving, the Civic Engagement Center has come
up with many ways to give
back to the community. One
of these events is the 2009
Turkey Bowl created by student Whitney Hahn, public
relations and business major.
This event was created in
order to provide turkeys to
families in the Ellensburg and
Yakima areas who will not
have food on Thanksgiving,
and to raise money for the Ellensburg FISH Food Bank.
“To think that a family
doesn’t have anything to eat
[on Thanksgiving], is just

heartbreaking, so I thought of
a fun way to raise money for
turkeys for families around
the valley that don’t have
anything to eat,” Hahn said.
A ticket to the event is
three dollars and people of
all ages are encouraged to attend. With the ticket, anyone
can participate in the activities offered.
Some of the activities include a contest to see who
can eat a pumpkin pie the
fastest, who can eat the most
Hell Wings from Wing Central, an egg toss and a “John
Smith” pumpkin carrying
contest.
“ It’s big fun, a big mess, a
big impact in the local community, and its all for three
dollars,” said Lorinda Anderson, Director of the Civic
Engagement Center. “Its the
price of a coffee in the morning and certainly I think that
students will feel like their
contribution of three dollars
for this effort is more meaningful than a cup of caffeine.”

All winners from the contests will be able to pick from
a variety of giftcards from
places around Ellensburg,
including The Palace Café,
Grant’s Pizza, Safeway and
Costco. The winners will also
have a turkey donated in
their name.
The Turkey Bowl will also
feature a rugby challenge
course sponsored by the
men’s rugby team, an outdoor challenge sponsored by
Central’s Outdoor Pursuits
and Rentals (OPR) and a talent show featuring three local
bands. The talent show winners will de determined by
the amount of donations each
band brings in during their
set.
The event will be held on
Friday, from 3 to 5 p.m. on
the SURC east patio. Tickets
can be purchased at the Civic
Engagement Center or at the
event. Canned food donations will also be taken and
will be given to the Ellensburg FISH Food Bank.
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Jodi’s ‘Udderly Local’ offers intimate coffee experience
by Rachel Guillermo
Staff reporter

Downtown on South Pearl
Street, there is a space where
plush armchairs and coffee tables sit in the corners. A small
mock fireplace and a decorated Christmas tree sit among a
collection of antique furniture
and knickknacks. The smells
of coffee and freshly made
pastries fill the shop. This is
Jodi Olson’s dream come true.
“I’ve always wanted a
‘sit-down’ coffee place,” said
Olson, the owner of Jodi’s
Coffee House Café/Udderly
Local, the newest coffee shop
in town. Olson also owns two
drive-through coffee stands:
Udderly, near Bi-Mart, and
The Udder Place, at the I-90
interchange across from Perkin’s.
“I’ve tried to figure out
how to get people in the drivethrough [stands], but couldn’t
quite figure that one out,” Olson said with a laugh.
Olson’s espresso-filled adventures started 14 years ago
when she opened her first coffee stand, The Espresso Barn,
inside Albertson’s grocery
store - at the same time her
mother and father opened
Udderly. Seven years later,
Olson’s father became sick.
“My mom couldn’t take
care of him and the stand,”
Olson said. “So I ended up

buying that stand.”
Seven more years passed
before Olson’s own sit-down
coffee shop took shape. Udderly Local is in the former
Pearl’s on Pearl space, owned
by Larry Nickel, whom Olson
has known all of her life.
“I just so happened to be
talking to Larry one day and
was wanting to do a New
York-style hot dog joint,”
Olson said. “I came in and I
thought ‘Oh my God, a coffee
house. I love it!’ And he said,
‘Okay, you love it, here’s the
key, figure it out.’ ”
Udderly Local opened the
second week in October.
Olson is in the cafe almost
every day, always with a smile
on her face. She starts a conversation with anyone who
comes in and treats them as
if they were friends for years.
Rhoda Simpson, who’s known
Olson for 15 years, says Olson
has always been that way.
Olson is “absolutely a fun,
fun person,” Simpson said.
“She’s just one of those kinds
of people.”
Throughout the café, oldfashioned milk bottles and
glass jugs are filled with
brightly colored marbles.
Tea cups and cast iron pans
line bookshelves. The walls
display local art by photographers Elizabeth Robertson
and Douglas MacArthur.
Behind the cash register is

is what Olson calls her “wall
of dead clocks,” all brought in
by customers.
“I’m a real stinker and I
don’t like to throw anything
away that people give me,”
Olson said.
Below each clock is the
home town of the person who
donated the clock. One of the
clocks is from her late son,
who died eight years ago. The
sign reads ‘Heaven.’
“I’m hoping people will
come and say, ‘Oh, I like that,’
”Olson said. “And the next
time they’ll come, they will
bring me a dead clock and
then hang it up on my wall
and say where they are from
…That way we can figure
out where people come from
when they stop by and if they
return.”
Udderly Local’s menu includes pastries, soups, salads
and a few breakfast items.
The pastries are made by Roz
Eldridge, owner of Canyon
River Bakers. Eldridge and Olson both did the Ellensburg’s
Farmer’s Market together.
“It was perfect – I did coffee
and she did sweet rolls,” Olson said. “When I started this
I asked her if she wanted to be
my baker, and she said yes.”
Olson is in the process of
getting a beer and wine license
to make for a more “adult atmosphere” in the evenings.
Last week on Nov. 10, Ud-

Sidney Odingo/ Observer
Jodi’s House Cafe/Udderly Local is an intimate sit-down coffee shop
located in the old Pearl’s on Pearl location.

derly Local held a children’s
day at the café. Kids were
treated to hot coca and sugar
cookies as they colored on paper-covered tables. The next
children’s day will be Dec. 10,
when Santa and Mrs. Claus
will take pictures and visit
with the children.
Udderly Local will also
participate in Moments to
Remember in December. The
two-day event, sponsored by
the Chamber of Commerce,
kicks off the holiday season on
the day after Thanksgiving.
The Cafe will sell baked
potatoes with all the trimmings for $7 during. A dollar

from each potato sold will be
donated to the Kevin Parks
Fund, which raises money for
a memorial for Parks, a local
motorcycle racer who died in
an accident a few weeks ago.
“I’m looking forward to
being more involved with
downtown, being more involved with my friends who
are downtown, participating
in the events that go on and
having a way to do things like
the memorial fund,” Olson
said.
Udderly Local is open from
7 a.m. to 7 p.m. Monday – Friday, 7 a.m. to 5 p.m. on Saturdays and is closed on Sundays.
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A Christmas Carol brings new light to a classic tale

With life-like animation
and a cast of A-list voice actors, director Robert Zemeckis was able to recreate the
magic of Charles Dickens’
classic tale, “A Christmas Carol.” Though the story is the
same, the animation brings
it to a new level that is exciting for both adults and children – although a couple of

David Guzman
Barley Pop
Cognoscente
Welcome to part two of
Beer Styles 101.
Last week, we began by
tackling the two big styles - lagers and ales - as well as some
of the more popular ales that
most micro-brewers produce.
This week, let’s go over
some more of the other beer
styles you may have heard of,
probably during a conversation with a beer snob.
Hopefully after this informal lesson, no longer will

all of these roles brings a dimension to the story that
many versions never have.
It shows that these spirits are
there to help Scrooge, and in
some way, Scrooge himself is
leading his own quest for the
Christmas spirit.
Gary Oldman also does
a great job of portraying the
optimistic Bob Cratchit and
Tiny Tim, while also voicing the ghostly Jacob Marley.
These characters are essential
to the story and he is able to
bring them to life in a way
that many people have not
been able to do in past versions. His interpretation of
Bob Cratchit was delightful
and showed a playful side to
him that has not always been
clear in the past. Other voice
talents included Colin Firth,

Cary Elwes and Bob Hoskins.
Zemeckis was also able to
incorporate humor that has
not been seen in this classic
story. Having Carrey voice
the majority of the main roles
set it up for humor and, for
the most part, it worked to the
film’s advantage. This does
not make this story a comedy,
but it gives some breathing
room between many of the
dramatic scenes.
Of course not every movie
is perfect, but the flaws in
this movie were few and far
between.
The comedy in
the film was a nice change
but sometimes it felt forced,
and in a couple scenes I was
wondering whether I should
be laughing or crying. Along
the lines of crying, I also noticed that some of the scenes

you name-drop Rolling Rock
when talking about your favorite pale ale.
Onward...

• Made with a special
darker malt, giving the beer a
(surprise) brown appearance.
• Brown malts give the
beer a sweet, nutty taste with
a low awesomeness-by-volume (ABV).
• Easier to drink than
many other ales, making this
another good high-qualitybeer for the uninitiated.
• TRY! Newcastle, Manns,
Iron Horse Brass Ass

• TRY! Paulaner, Ayinger,
Pyramid

INDIA PALE ALE (IPA)
• Pale Ales on steroids
• This style was regularly
imported to India from England in the 1800s. Over the
long voyage, excess hops
were added to the beer to act
as a preservative.
• Most malt character or
any other attributes are completely obliterated by hops.
• Enjoy it by itself – IPAs
can completely ruin your palette and make all your food
taste like your beer.
• If adventurous, or (like
me) you have found a special place on your tongue and
heart for hops, try one.
• TRY! Stone IPA, Long
Hammer IPA, Full Sail IPA.
BROWN ALE

HEFEWEIZEN
• Wheat is the primary ingredient.
• The sweetest beer you
can buy – this is the beer for
(gasp) hop haters.
• Almost no hops, and
sweetness is balanced by extra fizziness. A lot of non-beer
fans like these for this reason.
• My favorite, Paulaner,
has a cookielike character. A
beer that tastes like cookies?
Sign me up.

PORTERS/STOUTS
• What a lot of people lovingly/hatefully call “dark
beer”.
• Huge on malt flavor, not
so big on hops or fizziness.
• Black malt, or smoked or
roasted malt, is the predominant ingredient.
• Beer is reminiscent of
motor oil, and tends to be on
the thick, heavy side.
• Stouts are porters brewed
with a higher alcohol content
(Guinness is a popular Stout).
• Porters have a lot of flavors going on at once, which
creates a huge blend of dark
malty flavor that can scare off
some novices.
• Great for the winter
months.
• TRY! Sam Smith Taddy
Porter, Anchor Porter, Guinness Extra Stout

were a tad on the scary side
for children. I enjoyed the
scary scenes but if I were a
kid I would have been a little freaked out. Some of the
scenes towards the end are
meant to be scary in order to
truly show Scrooge the error
of his ways, but it might have
been a little too scary for the
younger crowd. The rating is
PG but because it’s animated,
many parents do not think
twice about bringing their
kids. If you have a kid who
is easily frightened, think before bringing them to see this
film.
Despite those few flaws, I
fully enjoyed this movie and
would recommend it to both
new and old lovers of this
tale. All together I would give
this movie an 8 out of 10.

FRUIT LAMBICS
• Distant cousin of the
Hefeweizen and other wheat
beers.
•Well-loved by many a female
• Brewed with wild yeasts
native to Brussels (hence the
whole “lambic” thing), which
produces a dry, cidery, slightly
sour taste.
• Fresh fruit or, more commonly, fruit syrup, is added to
get rid of that yucky beer taste.
• Popular flavors include
apple, raspberry, peach and
cherry.
• TRY! Lindeman’s (the
most popular brand)

Correction
In last week’s “War veterans acclimate to student
life” story, the pull quote
should have been attributed to student veteran Chris
Goehner.

SCOOP

the

Christine Jahns
Movie critic

the scenes were so real, it had
me jumping in my seat. Many
critics thought this movie
was just another remake of
the classic story, but I thought
it brought something more to
the table. Through animation,
the director was able to create
a world where anything was
possible, and by the end I was
beaming and left with a sense
of the true Christmas spirit.
Not only was the animation wonderful, the voices
used for the characters also
added another dimension to
the film. Jim Carrey does a
fantastic job of embodying
not only the callous Ebenezer
Scrooge, but also Scrooge’s
younger counterparts and all
three Christmas spirits that
haunt him throughout the
night. Having Carrey voice
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Financial planning and money
management
seminar 12 p.m.
SURC 201
  
  Road Fever con-

           cert 3 p.m.
SURC Ballroom

21
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Nature of Night
Astronomy
event 10 a.m.
Black Hall
Matt Larsen Trio
2 p.m.
Music Building
Recital Hall

sports

Sports Trivia
What pro basketball player
holds the record for the
most NBA career points with
38,387?
Kareem Abdul Jabbar

Volleyball sweeps the Saints
by Kevin Proctor
Staff reporter

Photos by Brian Iiyama/Observer
(Top) No. 7 Erin Norris goes for a serve in the game against St. Martins. (above) No. 11 Marcy Hjellum goes up for a block with two
teammates ready to back her up against St. Martins. (right) No. 4
Carlee Marble, sophomore setter, sets up her teammate for a spike
over the net last Saturday.

It was an emotional night
for the Central Washington
volleyball team as the Wildcats enjoyed a clean sweep
of St. Martin’s for their last
game of the 2009 season, and
the last collegiate contest for
seniors Erin Norris, setter,
Deidre Scheidt, defensive
specialist (DS) and Meggie
Graf, DS.
The Wildcats finished the
season strong, winning five of
their last six matches, including a big win at home against
rival Western Washington,
and dominating St. Martin’s
on senior night last Saturday
at Nicholson Pavilion.
“My four years here have
been awesome, probably the
best times of my life,” Scheidt
said.
Scheidt, who was brought
in to anchor the defense, has
helped make the Wildcats
one of the best defenses in
the conference.
“My best friends are on
the team. Mario is a great
coach and he has made this
experience so great for all of
us,” Scheidt said.
After a pre-game ceremony to honor all the seniors
and their four years of dedication to Central’s volleyball program, the Wildcats
opened up against the Saints
with all three seniors in the
starting line-up.
The Wildcats quickly came
together and focused on their
opponent late in the first set.
After going back and forth

with eight lead changes early
on, Central went on a 9-4 run
to take a 19-15 advantage, and
ultimately took the first set
25-18. Norris had three kills,
while Scheidt had eight digs in
the first frame, and from that
point on, it was all Central.
In the second match, the
Wildcats were tied early with
St. Martin’s at nine apiece,
until a block by Norris and
junior middle blocker Bri
Gregory gave the Wildcats
the lead. They never relinquished it the rest of the way,
taking the set 25-20.
As the third set got underway, it was evident that
the Wildcats were gaining
momentum, while the Saints
were clearly frustrated.
Central came out strong
after intermission, and was
able to take the match fairly
easy, totaling five of their nine
blocks in the frame alone.
They were able to dominate in the final set, holding St. Martin’s to a mere 13
points, sweeping the Saints
3-0. With the win, the Wildcats improved to 16-11 overall and 8-8 in conference play,
giving Central its seventh
winning season in the last
eight years.
Norris was able to come
up with three service aces in
the game, giving her 198 total for her career at Central.
Leading the team in kills at
12 for the night, Norris hit at
a .478 percent clip, helping
lead the team to a .273 hitting
percentage overall.
“The girls on the team are
my best friends, they have

all become a family,” Norris
said. “I’m going to miss that
for sure.”
Junior outside hitter Kady
Try also had nine kills, while
sophomore setter Carlee
Marble again led the team in
assists with 22.
In her last collegiate game,
Graf played hard, contributed everywhere on the court,
and had three kills, one service ace and six digs.
Now that volleyball at Central is over for her, she hopes
to someday coach back in her
hometown in Selah, Wash.
“It’s been the time of my
life. A lot of hard work, but
it’s worth it,” Graf said. “I
still have memories of the seniors when I was a freshman,
and I won’t ever forget any of
these girls, ever.”
As the 2009 season comes
to an end, Head Coach Mario
Andaya has now completed
his 14th year as head volleyball coach, and is happy
about the overall results of
the season.
After starting off well and
then hitting a lull mid-season,
the Wildcats finished strong,
winning eight of their last 11
games, and are poised to return to the playoffs in 2010.
Looking to next year, Andaya is excited about the
younger players stepping up
to bigger roles in the upcoming seasons.
As for seniors Norris,
Scheidt and Graf, their collegiate volleyball careers may
be over, but as individuals,
they will not be forgotten at
CWU.
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Kickin’ it with Rolsma
by Kevin Proctor
Staff reporter

Photo by Quinn Eddy/Observer

As the season winds down for the Central
Washington football team, the Wildcats find
themselves atop the Division II rankings,
poised to make a deep run through the playoffs. With their undefeated record and No. 1
ranking in the nation, Central has had a special season to be sure, with so many players
contributing to their success.
One player who has had a major impact for
the Wildcats is senior kicker Garrett Rolsma.
Rolsma has been a rock-solid fixture for the
Wildcats all year long, and throughout his four year career.
For the season in 2009,
Rolsma has made 18
of his 21 field-goal attempts, and 35 of 36
point
after
touchdown (PAT’s), making 99 straight at one
point, dating back to
November of 2007.
His 47-yard
field
goal against Humboldt State on Oct.
24 marked the longest of his career, as the
Wildcat’s kicker has improved each season at
Central with his accuracy and distance.
“It’s
definitely
more mental than
physical,
because
physically you know
that you can make every one,” Rolsma said.
“Mentally you’ve got to
make sure you do it right
and do it the same way every
time.”
The players and coaching staff have confidence in Rolsma as he has proven to be one of
the best kickers in college football.
For the month of October, Rolsma received the Fred Mitchell Award, an award
given to the 12 best place-kickers nationwide in Division II and Division III football.

In October, Rolsma had scored at least
eight points in each game, making 12 of 13
field goals, and all 17 extra points.
“Garrett is one of the finest kickers I’ve
ever been around,” said Head Coach Blaine
Bennett. “We’ve got great confidence in him.”
At the end of the regular season, Rolsma
also finds himself with 319 career points,
good for second all-time points scored in
Central Washington history.
Teammate wide receiver Johnny Spevak
currently holds the record with just one more
point at 320, as the two seniors have been
battling back and forth all year for the record.
It will come down to the playoffs to
decide which one will ultimately
claim the record for Central.
“He’s always so calm
and collected,” said Spevak. “It seems like it’s
automatic for him every
time.”
As the only undefeated football team
left in Division II, the
Wildcats owe much
of their success to
Rolsma. His leadership both on
and off the field
has
helped
Central become
the No. 1 team in
the nation for the first
time in school history.
It has been a special year
for Rolsma, as well as all the
players, and they hope to finish the year as NCAA Division II
champions.
At this year’s “Battle in Seattle” the
Wildcats found themselves in an early
hole, going down 21-0 entering halftime,
and it looked as though Central’s undefeated season would come to an end. However,
the Wildcats would not go quietly, as senior
quarterback Cole Morgan stepped in and
lead the comeback for the Wildcats.
But in the end, it came down to one play,
one kick, that would determine if all the
second-half heroics were for nothing. Down
21-20, with 32 seconds left in
the game, Rolsma lined up to
attempt a 44-yard field goal.
With the season on the line
for the Wildcats, Rolsma would
have a chance to win the game
in the closing seconds. As the
pressure was mounting and
more than 5,000 screaming fans
were watching, Rolsma kicked
the game-winning field goal,
ensuring the win for the Wildcats, and keeping the undefeated season alive.
“We worked so hard to
get up to that point, I felt
like I couldn’t have missed,”
Rolsma said. “We worked too
hard to lose that one.”
With that kick, the Wildcats
would improve to 8-0 and become the No. 2 team in the nation, and eventually go on to finish the season at 11-0, and a No.
1 seed throughout the playoffs.
Had he missed it, the Wildcats would have seen their
undefeated season go up in
smoke, along with earning
the No. 1 ranking in the entire nation.
Although there have been
numerous plays this season
that have been key for the
Wildcats, none are bigger than
that field goal at Qwest Field.
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Photos courtesy of wake sports club
Sophomore Thomas Olson catches air during the regional championship in California on Oct. 24 and 25. The team took first place for the weekend.

Wake sports club takes regionals
by Katharine Lotze
Special to the Observer
In its sixth year as a recognized collegiate club, the
Wildcats’ wake sport club
brought home the first place
trophy from the regional
competition on Oct. 24th and
25th. The regional competition was held in Chico, CA. It
seems the wind and the cold
of Ellensburg prepared the
team for the unseasonably
warm 80 degree weather of
northern California.
Riders were scored using
a system that provides a set
number of points for each
trick performed. Each rider is
allowed five tricks per pass.
Riders could also earn points
for style, amplitude and composition. The divisions are
divided based on experience
level and gender. Men can
compete in the wake skate,
intermediate, advanced, expert and open categories.
Women can compete in wake
skate, intermediate and open.
Wake skate is similar to
skateboarding on the water,
with skateboarding-style tricks,
such as what riders call a
“shove it,” when the rider
spins the board 180 degrees
beneath their feet and lands
back on the board. The open
category is what some riders
call the “outlaw” or “pro” category for the most advanced
and experienced riders.
On the first day of competition, all entered riders
competed, and the second
day, the top six in each division competed in the finals.
The Wildcats’ had 18 team
members in attendance,
with seven members placing in their divisions.
“We placed in every division, and had three firsts,”
said Kelly Clinefelter, senior
flight technology major.
To win regionals, a team
must have at least one rider place in the top three in
each division. To determine

team scoring, the judges
award first place three points,
second place two points and
third place one point. With
Central in the lead, Chico
State came in second and Sacramento State in third.
The members of Central’s
team who earned a place in
the top three are: Thomas Olson (first, open), Kelly Clinefelter (first, intermediate),
Sean Harris (first, advanced),
Eddie Roberts (second, expert), Ryan Cearley (second,
advanced), Nick Haisch (second, wake skate) and Mike
McKinney (third, wake skate).
Other club members in attendance were: Brett Lund,
Austyn Squire, Codie Trinidad, Jake Pederson, Scott McCulloch and Alex Toner.
“I think that everyone
met a lot of cool people and
rode great,” said Ryan Cearley, sophomore construction
management major.
Nick Haisch, who placed
second in the wake skate division, was reported to have
landed a backside big spin,
where the wakeboard spins
360 degrees beneath the rider

(left to right) Trent Atkins (jr. flight), Curtis Roger (jr. business marketing), Eddie Roberts (jr. comm
studies), Alex Toner(jr. flight), Peter Liden (jr. flight), Nick Haisch (sr. electrical engineering technology), Jake Pederson (soph. flight), Thomas Olson( soph. marketing) Mike McKinney (sr. comm
studies), Brett Lund (jr. comm PR), Sean Harris (soph. rec tourism), Austyn Squire (fresh. graphic
design), Kelly Clinefelter (sr. flight), Kodie Trinidad (fresh. nutrition science), Scott McCulloch
(soph. flight), Seth Kitzke (jr. rec. tourism), Ryan Cearly (soph. const. management)
while the rider completes a
backside 180.
For members of Central’s
collegiate wake sport team,
missing all the homecoming
activities was worth it. Two
members of the team even had
an extra special opportunity.

“Thomas [Olson] and I got
an opportunity to ride with
the Hoffman sisters, two of
the best female wake boarders
in the business, on their home
lake, Lake Oroville,” said Eddie Roberts, junior communications studies major.

The location for the national competition has not been
announced yet, however, as
the first place team, Central’s
wake sport team will keep
up its practice schedule to be
ready to bring home a national title in the spring.
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Five hottest male and female athletes
I wouldn’t mind going for a ride
around the track with her.

out of no where and has taken
the stage whenever the Sounders play. You know who I am
watching.

4. Gretchen Bleiler

4. Jesse Palmer

Laura Mittleider
Sports editor
I am a girl who loves sports.
I understand and comprehend
almost every popular sport
here in the United States. I read
up on teams to see who has a
chance at playoffs or to win the
next game so I can keep up with
all the other chatter and make
sure I know what I am talking
about before I say something
completely stupid in a room full
of guys who know what they
are talking about.
But of course, without fail,
I hear all about the hot female
athletes and the nice “assets”
to boot, *cough Steven* cough.
Me, usually being the only girl,
I can’t really give my top hotties
without being ridiculed for the
choices just because the player
may not meet the standards ability wise. But I am coming clean
now, how pretty the guy is has
no affect on if he is good or bad
or makes them any less hot if
they are bad. I want to start with
my number five pick and work
my way back up to the number
one gorgeous man.

5. Freddy Montero

Yes, Major League Soccer
player and yes, he is hottie
number five. With a dominate
attitude on the field he holds
his head up high, which I might
add is a lady killer. He may not
be the tallest guy but he has
the dark hair thing working for
him and with the ever-changing
hairstyle you never know what
you’re going to get. He came

Football player, tall, dark and
handsome. ‘nuff said. He has
piercing green eyes that will
burn your soul and can’t forget
his debut on the Bachelor. He
is a man of ambition and obviously success. I’ll take him.

3. Tom Brady

Yeah, yeah, yeah. We all have
heard of him and we all know
him well as football’s pretty
boy, but man there is no one
prettier. His gorgeous, flashy
smile and of course him nabbing Hollywood’s hottest females only sweetens the deal.
I would have been right there
if I could to take care of him after his horrible knee injury. It’s
just to bad.

2. Andy Roddick

This tennis star is exactly
what I’m talking about. HOTTIE! Mysterious and blonde,
what more can I ask for? He
makes you wonder what is
behind those brown eyes and
makes me want to watch tennis.
Without him, there wouldn’t be
one reason to watch this sport.
Granted I don’t know what he
is like off the court, I would
still love to meet this man in
person. Just to have a conversation.

1. David Beckham

Let’s get these soccer players
out of the way and move on to
the model marrying Beckham.
He is blonde, British and is just a
tub full of scrumptiousness. The
Galaxy soccer player is a pretty
boy, bad boy with a knee weakening smile, no one can say he is
not a hottie. I don’t know what it
is with soccer boys and haircuts
but anything he rocks looks like
it was made for him.

Steven Rogers
Copy desk chief
Women and sports … I can’t
think of a much better combination,
can you?
I’ve been an athlete all my life.
Well I guess now I’m more like a retired athlete, but that’s not important. I was one of those guys that always made the team, but only saw
maybe five minutes of action once
the games became meaningful (see
varsity sports, for example).
That got me thinking: what if I
was beautiful? Then it wouldn’t
really matter what I accomplished
on the court or on the field. I could
have just used sports to catapult
my modeling career, similar to
what the women I’m about to mention have done.
I know it’s a big stretch comparing myself to the following beauties. After all, a varsity benchwarmer doesn’t exactly stack up against
a professional career, which is why
the women I picked are sexy and
successful. And if you don’t think
so, then maybe you should be reading Laura’s list instead. Anyways,
here’s my Top-5 hottest female athletes. Enjoy.

5. Danica Patrick

This fiery brunette IndyCar driver burst onto the scene, and onto
my radar, in 2005. Her lone win
on the racetrack came at the 2008
Indy Japan 300, but I don’t think
that really bothers too many guys.
She’s posed in several magazines,
and her FHM spread is definitely
worth a look or two. Looks alone
would have gotten her into my topthree, but something about her just
bugs me, so I couldn’t do it. Still,

She won a silver medal at the
2006 Winter Olympics in Turin,
Italy and something about her is
just really hot to me. I think it has
to do with the fact that she’s really
good at snowboarding, or it could
also be that sweet smile with her
messy blonde hair. I’ve never been
skiing or snowboarding, but when
I decide to hit the slopes, I want
Gretchen to show me the ropes.

3. Natalie Gulbis

I never thought I could like any
golfer more than Tiger Woods. Sorry Tiger, but Natalie’s got you beat
this time. This green-eyed blonde
beauty isn’t just a sex symbol; she
can play some serious golf, too. She
earned more than a million dollars last year from playing golf,
and even though she’s yet to finish
higher than 3rd-place in the LPGA,
I’m willing to bet that her stroke is
just fine the way it is.

2. Gina Carano

There’s nothing cooler than a
beautiful girl who can double as
your personal bodyguard. Gina,
aka “Crush” from American Gladiators, was 7-0 before getting destroyed by Cris Cyborg in her last
match, but luckily there wasn’t
too much damage done to her
pretty face or her rock-hard body.
She’s got an amazing physique,
and I honestly wouldn’t mind letting her beat the crap out of me.

1. Maria Sharapova

This tall, beautiful Russian is
one of the best tennis players in
the world. Her sexiness is also
top-notch. Maria’s long, flowing
blonde hair and those piercing
green eyes have been mesmerizing men for years, me in particular. She was once the no. 1 female
player in the world, and although
she’s lost that title, she’ll always
be no. 1 in my heart … as far as
female athletes go, that is.

Don’t like our picks? Send in your top five choices to cwuobserversports@gmail.com
Observer sports
needs you!
Faculty, students
and coaches!
Have you ever blown
off a date to lift
weights? Ran until you
puked? Focused all
your energy on making the varsity team?
Don’t like the
Armchair Athlete’s
opinion?
Send us your story!
Please try to keep
under 200 words.
Boullion Room 222
cwuobserversports@
gmail.com
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Resorts prepare for new ski season
by Elizabeth DeVos
Staff reporter
After a short ride on the chair lift
up the slope, winter adventurers are
at the top as they get off the chair
lift, ready to ski or snowboard down
with the wind in their face. As the
mountain passes start to fill with
snow, various ski resorts around the
state gear up for another fun-filled
season.
Less than an hour from Central Washington University, ski and
snowboarders can find themselves at
The Summit at Snoqualmie or Suncadia resort.
The closest winter wonderland to
CWU is Suncadia. While there is no
downhill skiing or snowboarding,
there is cross country skiing (Nordic), snowshoeing, inner tubing, an
outdoor ice rink, off-site snowmobiling tours and sleigh rides.
While most of these outdoor activities are dependent on snowfall,
Suncadia will open its ice rink at the
amphitheatre on Thanksgiving, according to Shawn Cannon, activities
coordinator for Suncadia.
“Anyone can use our facilities for
winter recreation,” Cannon said. “We
have about eight miles of groomed
cross-country trails.”
Rentals are available during daylight hours from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Cross country skiers and those with
snowshoes can provide their own

equipment and pay a $5 fee to use
the trails.
The Summit at Snoqualmie, about
an hour west on I-90, offers everything
from inner tubing downhill skiing
and snowboarding, to snowshoeing
and Nordic skiing, with an average of
435 inches of snow annually.
Summit East closed last season after a landslide took out a good portion of it.
“It is unfortunate that we won’t be
able to operate Summit East this season,” said Holly Lippert, communications manager at The Summit. “But
it’s our smallest base area. We are eager to re-open Summit East for alpine
operations next season,” Lippert said.
The Nordic Center at Summit East
offers 19 trails for cross country skiing and snowshoeing. The Nordic
Center is only open on weekends
and offers full-day and half-day rates
as well as rentals. Hours of operation
are Friday through Sunday from 9
a.m. to 3 p.m.
The Tubing Center at The Summit
has 12 runs for thrill-seekers to enjoy
along with a rope tow. The Tubing
Center offers four, two-hour daylight
sessions and one three-hour night
session on Friday and Saturdays.
Sundays the center offers four twohour sessions. Adult prices are $18
to $20, with inner tubes included.
Hours of operation are Friday and
Saturday 9 a.m. to 9 p.m. and Sundays from 9 a.m. to 6 p.m.

For downhill skiing and snowboarding at Central, West and Alpental, lift tickets range in price from $38
to $61. Rental equipment for skiing,
boots, poles, skis or snowboards and
boots range from $38/day to $32/
night. For skis or snowboards only,
the prices are $27 and $21 respectively. Hours for Alpental, Summit Central and Summit West are Tuesdays
through Saturdays 9 a.m. to 10 p.m.
and Sundays from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. All
three locations offer night skiing.
Besides just downhill skiing, Summit West and Summit Central also offer thrill-seekers three terrain parks
including small rails, boxes, small
rollers, banked turns and a Zauggcut Superpipe. The Superpipe is only
offered at Central Park, which also
offers music through the hours it is
open. To get into these terrain parks a
pass is required, which can be bought
when a lift ticket is purchased.
According to Lippert, it is unknown when The Summit will be
open full time. On Nov. 14, The Summit West was open with limited operations.
In Ellensburg, Mountain High
Sports has a complete ski shop offering tuning, repairs and mounting of
skis and snowboards. The shop also
offers daily and seasonal rentals for
snowboards and both downhill and
Nordic skis.
On Central’s campus, Outdoor
Pursuits and Rentals (OPR) offers

snowshoe rentals, ice picks, clampons, inner tubes and pole rentals for
a day to a week. OPR also offers winter excursions including snowshoeing
and Nordic skiing. These two events
alternate weekends.
“It’s not in [the] system yet, the
cost is still undetermined,” said Kyle
Stolp, sophomore undeclared and
OPR shop attendant. “OPR offers
students discounted prices on trips
and lift tickets.”
Besides just offering Nordic skiing and snowshoeing, OPR is thinking about offering a snow camping
trip if people show enough interest
in it.
Nordic skiing is usually done on
a groomed trail and can be done here
in Ellensburg on the John Wayne
Trail. This type of skiing is done on a
flat snow-covered surface with skis,
boots and poles.
Snowshoeing can be done by anyone with any fitness level and does
not require anything but snowshoes
and poles if need be. Snowshoeing
can be done on most hiking trails
and some ski resorts offer groomed
trails, but don’t expect to stay above
the snow. While snowshoes help
displace the snow so the person
does not sink too much, they will
still sink into the snow a little bit.
With the snow season only being
a few months long, head outside for
some fun before it’s too late, even if
it’s just for a snowball fight.

CAMPUS WIDE TEST OF THE CWU ALERT!
EMERGENCY NOTIFICATION SYSTEM ON
NOVEMBER 19, 2009 at 12:30 pm
What is CWU Alert!?
Public Safety & Police Services can utilize the CWU Alert! System to send safety related messages to students, faculty, and staff by
e-mail, telephone, cell phone, TTY/TTD, and text messaging. Alerts can also be sent to all computers on the network.
Why are we testing it?
The purpose of the quarterly CWU Alert! test is to measure how CWU phone and e-mail systems handle the large volume of
messages, and to gauge roughly how many campus community members receive a message. This test is also meant to remind
students, faculty, and staff that messages from CWU Alert! are important and worthy of their attention.
What will happen during the test?
The test is scheduled for 12:30 pm on November 19th. Messages will be delivered to all CWU.EDU email addresses, and to all
student, faculty, and staff phone numbers and email addresses in Safari. Computers on the network will display a test message
pop-up if the Desktop Alert! program has been loaded. Messages will go to voice mail if the call is not answered. You may hear lots
of phones ringing around 12:30 pm!
What do I do to prepare?
Your phone number and email addresses in Safari need to be current. Log into Wildcat Connection
and navigate to Safari
where you can update your phone numbers and other contact information. See http://www.cwu.edu/alert/faqs.html for more
information or call the Help Desk at ext. 2001.
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